Some three dimensional scene analysis programs pair data surface patches (i.e. as extracted from range data) to model surface patch features. From the correspondences, a variety of rotation and translation constraints of the model can be deduced, depending on the assumptions behind the correspondences. This paper elaborates some of the constraints available when single planar patches are related. The constraints are expressed algebraically for patches that are: nearby, touch, contained, or registered. The constraints are used to estimate object position, given a single patch correspondence. Examples of their use are given.
Fisher and Orr [1] have been investigating algebraic constraints as a representation of partial position constraints, much as in the ACRONYM system [2] . This research is being undertaken as part of the IMAGINE II scene analysis system [3, 4] , which is currently concerned with surface-based object recognition.
The data primitives in the matching are surface patches, which can be obtained by a variety of techniques for segmenting range data (e. g. [5, 6] ). These processes result in data patches with consistent curvature signs. Objects are defined using the SMS models [7] , with surface patches as one of the primitive features.
The model matching process is not described here, but results in making correspondences between model and data surface patches. With these correspondences, it is possible to estimate the position of the object containing the patches (assuming the correct model has been chosen and the correspondences were made correctly) or reject the correspondences as inconsistent. A key element of the geometric analysis is formulating algebraic constraints between a rotated and translated model and the observed surface patches. The constraints attempt to define or refine the set of allowable positions for the object, consistent with the observed data patches. For example, pairing a planar data patch with a planar model patch immediately constrains the rotations allowable, because the transformed model normal «" must be aligned with the data normal n",i> within an angular observation error e. Hence,
ri^n • n d > cos[e)
is a constraint on the rotation component of the position T (here expressed as a prefix transformation on the model normal rim.)
There are a variety of constraints on both the rotation and translation, depending on the assumptions made about the relationship between the model and data patches, such as whether the patches overlap or one is contained in the other. The generation of the constraints is the responsibility of the matching program, which depends on the constraint analysis program for solving them. Each model-to-data correspondence may create several constraints. Moreover, there may be several correspondences that each add constraints. Altogether, an analysis may generate many constraints that have to be solved to generate a single position estimate.
We have been using a value passing network [1] based on interval arithmetic [8] to solve the constraints, though other representation and solution techniques are possible, such as symbolic algebra [2] or statistical [9] techniques. The networks are created from an underlying algebraic description of three-dimensional geometric relations and transformations. These networks implement the five key visual geometric reasoning functions: locate, predict, transform, inverse and merge [10] . The networks also produce tighter bounds than simply using symbolic algebra and have greatly improved efficiency (over, e.g. ACRONYM [2] ).
The forms of the algebraic constraints tend to be few and hence standard subnetwork modules can be developed, with instances allocated as geometric constraints were identified during model matching. For example, network modules exist for constraints like: "a model vector is transformed to a data vector" and "a data boundary must lie inside a transformed model boundary". As there are a variety of model and data surface patches, a variety of constraints can be generated. Elsewhere [ll], we consider the constraints generated from pairing instances of planar, cylindrical, conical and generic surface patches. This paper presents the algebraic position constraints that we have identified for simply pairing planar model and data patches, under a variety of assumptions about the correspondence.
There is some similarity between these results and our earlier work [12] , except that that work used twodimensional image measurements, whereas the new results use three-dimensional measurements, and the previous work also used a set of heuristics to infer the positions, whereas here the position constraints are expressed explicitly and solved in a network computation. In this paper, we assume that the features extracted from the image data are planar surface patches. A planar patch (see Figure 1 ) is flat and has bounded extent. Irregular shapes cause problems, because it is possible that a data patch might only be paired with a model patch in one way, and we would like to exploit as much information as possible. However, we would also like to use a simple scheme that can be used with all patches, irrespective of shape. Hence, we represent planar patches by the bounding width (to<j($)) at each orientation (<f>) (see Figure 2) for our position constraints. This width is a measure of the maximum extent of the surface in each direction. The orientation <f> = 0 is chosen arbitrarily, and each width measure has an error range of ±6 W associated with it. Additionally, we use the position (pj) of the center-of-mass (with the isotropic error range ±7), the direction n^ of the surface normal at that point (with angular error ±e) and an arbitrary direction dj in the patch (observed with angular error ±)9).
Model Patch Descriptions
The constraints given in the following sections are designed for use with the planar surface primitives of the SMS object representation system [7] used in the IMAGINE II system [3] being developed. SMS is a geometric modeling system, based on multiple, alternative representations (curve, surface or first and second-order volumetric primitives). The models need not have all features specified, and the features are usually represented in a subcomponent hierarchy. The features may have parameterized sizes and properties (e.g. surface curvatures) and there may be unconstrained degrees-of-freedom in the reference frame transformations. The goal of SMS is to represent the visual aspects of an object that characterize its identity, rather than describe its shape. Hence, the modeling approach aims to provide representations that closely correspond to reliably extractable image features.
The model surface patches are characterized similarly to the data patches except that they are represented with a m subscript instead of a d subscript. Not all of the shape information is modeled explicitly in the SMS scheme, but all are straightforward and trivial extensions. The key geometric relationships concern relative position and have two forms -exact and partially constrained. An example of an exact form is: let object A be at global position (fAjtyi), (rotation ?A and translation t^) and object B be at (FAB JAB) relative to A. Then, the global position of B is:
where * is the quaternion multiplication operator and ' is the quaternion inverse operator. A partially constrained position is given by an inequality constraint, such as:
This means that the z component of A's global position is at least 50. Other relationships concern vectors or points linked by a common transformation, as in Tt?i = #2, or the proximity of points or vectors:
A complication is that each data measurement may have some error or uncertainity, and hence the estimated values may also have these. Or, a variable may be only partially constrained in the model or by a priori scene information. Hence, each numerical quantity is represented by an interval [8] of possible values.
Decisions about patch pairings is the responsibility of the scene analysis program, that then determines which constraints are generated. The main consideration is the extent to which we can constrain their relative position, based on a priori knowledge. For example, if we are observing rigid man-made identical objects, then we can assume that the observed data patch will be a subset of the corresponding model patch. This is our assumption A3, and there are both stronger and weaker assumptions considered. The assumptions (from weak-to-strong) are:
Al Both model and data patches are part of a larger surface of bounded size R, but the patches need not overlap.
A2 The model and data patches must touch or overlap.
A3 The data patch is a subset of the model patch.
A4 The centroids of both the model and data patches correspond to the same point.
Note that each assumption is increasingly strict and so any constraint that applies when Al holds also applies when (e.g.) A3 holds.
Position constraints are expressed algebraically, using the prefix transformation T applied to some model feature (e.g. surface normal), and showing the relation the transformed model feature must have with observed data features. Where possible, both rotation and translation constraints are specified. Also, some constraints are not perfect, to simplify their formulation. rotation constraints are based on aligning normals and elongation axes. The translation constraints are largely based on proximity and distance between the designated points on the surface.
The first rotation constraint relates the surface normals, within the observed angular error of e, assuming Al:
If A3 holds, we can relate the surface orientations, because the bounding widths may limit the rotation of the model surface in the plane of the data surface, such that it fits around the observed data patch. Let: where the constants A, B and C depend on the specific assumptions:
The translation constraints are based on displacements in three orthogonal directions determined by the surface normal (rid), the elongation axis (dj) and the cross product (cj) of the two:
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Planar Data-to-Model Patch Constraints
We now look at the constraints that can be generated by pairing planar model and data patches. The main Where:
If assumption Al or A2 holds, then the orientation of dd is arbitrary, and is chosen to correspond with angle <f>d = 0. If assumption A4 holds, then all translation constraints are of the form:
and are not listed further below. (7 is the isotropic error on the observed point fd).
Examples
There are a great many constraints possible from the results presented in this paper, and it is not useful to present experiments for all. Instead, this section will present results from the planar model patch to planar data patches pairing relationships for both assumptions A2 (overlap) and A3 (data subset of model).
The experiments will involve the estimation of the reference frame of a single data patch, given its observation, and applying the constraints given in Section 3. The experiments start with a known model surface normal (rim = (0,0,-1)), axis (<w -(1,0,0)) and central point (p^ = (0,0,0)). We then randomly pick a rotation quaternion (distributed uniformly over the 4-dimensional unit sphere) and a translation (each component distributed uniformly over the range ±100). Using this position (Ptrue), we transform the input features to derive some scene features: n t , a, and f,.
The scene features are then corrupted with randomly generated noise to generate the observed features: rid, d"d and fid-The corruptions were uniformly distributed subject to:
The observed features were then paired with the modeled features, to derive the geometric position constraints, based on the results of Section 3.2. The constraints were input into a geometric reasoning network [1] set up for evaluating these constraints. Figure 3 shows the network for the experiments. This network implements a SUP/INF interval bounding of all components of the position, as a function of the intervals bounding the inputs. The inputs for this network are:
• the model vectors rij,, Om and p^ extended to form intervals with width 0.0001,
• the data vectors n"d and a d extended to form intervals with width 0.0001,
• the estimated position fd extended to form a larger interval given by the translation constraint and
• the rotation dot product constraints dot n and dot a given by the rotation constraints
Figure 3: Geometric Reasoning Network For Estimating Position
The main component of the network is the "TV2" module near the center. This module relates the input and output vectors according to the position P (near the bottom left) and is defined by the algebraic relationships between the input and output vectors. Similarly, the translation component of P is estimated by the "TP" module that relates the model and observed feature points. There are also two "DOT3" modules that implement the rotation dot product constraints. The vectors nj and d\ are intermediate results. Finally, there are several "UNIT3" and "UNIT4" modules that enforce unit 3-vector and 4-vector constraints.
This sets up the network for estimating the position P. We then evaluate the network to estimate the position. The relationship between the true and estimated position provides the statistical output described below. All the reported results below are based on 100 randomly generated trials of the particular experiment. All experiments used the same 100 trial data sets.
The following parameters were used (where p is a percentage parameter described below): The experiment was run using assumptions A2 and A3 and the parameter p was allowed to vary from 1.0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.1. This allowed the exploration of the constraint obtainable because the patch was limited in its ability to rotate relative to the model patch.
In all experiments, the true object position was contained within the estimated interval position, so the constraints appear to be correct. There is then the question of how tight the constraints are, and this is the main point of the experiments. Five statistics were extracted from the experiments:
1. the number of times that the rotation had at least two independent constraints and hence was fully constrained (though subject to error).
2. the mean angle between the input and output quaternion vectors (a measure of how well the rotation was estimated, and ideally should be zero) The results of the experiment for assumption A3 are shown in Table 1 . As the shrinkage percentage was increased, the rotation and translation errors increased, as expected, because the model patch was freer to move about the data patch. At 20% there was a dramatic increase in the errors, because the patch size was small enough that it could rotate freely within the model patch, and hence only one direction vector was effectively constrained (the surface normal). The mean translation error was constant and mainly resulted from the isotropic error on the observed central point. When assumption A2 was used, the results in Table 2 were obtained. Here, only one rotation constraint was obtained (that of the aligned normals). This explained the constant large rotation error. As before, the translation error was constant and small. The translation error range started larger, because of the larger area over which the model surface could move and still have overlap with the data surface. However, unlike the assumption A3 case, as the percentage of the observed surface decreased, the translation error also decreased, because the model surface had to overlap with the smaller data surface.
In general, we can see below that as the size of the data patch tends to zero, the two assumptions give nearly the same results, as is expected (because the effective translation constraints become the same).
Discussion
The paper identified several geometric constraints for estimating surface positions, given information about the shapes of planar patches and the relationships between the model and data patches. The experiments of the last section showed both that the constraints are valid, and how well they perform.
We would like to now discuss some of the implications of the constraints and experiments.
For simplicity and uniformity, we mainly used properties from a width bounding of the patches. Clearly, there are some boundary shapes (such as with a long, narrow protrusion) where this uniform bounding loses information. Other types of bounding could be developed, but the use of the width did allow a precise statement of the range of allowable rotations.
It is possible that tighter constraints could be developed for the cases. For example, the position constraints generally treated the three axis directions independently, and then transformed the bounds relative to these to bounds in the three coordinate directions. There is likely to be some dependence between the factors, allowing tighter position estimates.
The estimation of the patch orientation is not always accurate. This stems from three problems:
1. the axis constraints are not particularly strong, so the overall orientation is dramatically affected, 2. the TV2 rotation estimation module is not particularly effective when estimating rotations from inputs with substantial variation and 3. each stage of the TV2 rotation estimation process increases the size of the output intervals, so that modest errors are amplified in the output.
The result of these problems is that there are many rotation estimates where the precise direction of the rotation cannot be determined (i.e. determined to be ? or -q) and hence the output rotation intervals are large.
While some features are strong and reliable, such as the normals on planar surfaces or curvature axes on strongly curved surfaces, many other direction vectors are weak, and do not greatly constrain object position. Work in progress shows that using constraints from pairs of surfaces (e.g. two normals) gives better position estimates. For example, the vector between two distant features gives much more reliable data than the axis directions on either.
Though our interval-based position estimation process may not be ideal, the position constraints presented in this paper hold, irrespective of the process used to estimate the position parameters from the constraints.
